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Abstract
We show that, whereas a finite map is regular if and only if its automorphism group and monodromy
group are isomorphic as abstract groups, for infinite maps this condition is necessary but not sufficient, and
we need the stronger condition that they should be isomorphic as permutation groups. We illustrate this
with examples of maps based on Grigorchuk’s group and the modular group.
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1. Introduction
Among all maps on surfaces, the most symmetric are the regular maps. It is easily shown
that a finite map is regular (in the categories of oriented maps or of all maps) if and only if
its automorphism group in that category is isomorphic (as an abstract group) to its monodromy
group. For infinite maps, this condition is necessary but not sufficient: in this case we require
the stronger condition that they should be isomorphic as permutation groups. Our aim here is
to explain this phenomenon, and to give some examples of non-regular maps for which the au-
tomorphism and monodromy groups are isomorphic as abstract groups but not as permutation
groups. Our first example, in the category of all maps, is obtained from Grigorchuk’s finitely
generated group of intermediate growth [2–4]. We then describe an uncountable set of examples,
in the category of trivalent oriented maps, based on the action of the modular group PSL2(Z) on
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may be of independent interest for the study of infinite maps.
2. Regular maps
First we briefly outline the algebraic theory of maps; for further details, see [6–9] for example.
A map M (connected, possibly nonorientable and possibly with boundary) can be regarded
algebraically as a transitive permutation representation of the group
Γ = 〈r0, r1, r2 ∣∣ r20 = r21 = r22 = (r0r2)2 = 1〉 (1)
on the set Ω of flags (or blades) of M, with each generator ri changing the i-dimensional com-
ponent of each flag. Equivalently, the vertices, edges and faces of M may be identified with the
orbits of the dihedral subgroups 〈r1, r2〉, 〈r0, r2〉 and 〈r0, r1〉 on Ω , with incidence given by non-
empty intersection. There is a conjugacy class of map subgroups H of Γ corresponding to M,
namely the stabilisers in Γ of flags, and every conjugacy class of subgroups of Γ arises in this
way from some map. We say that M is finite if Ω is finite, or equivalently H has finite index
in Γ .
The monodromy group M = MonM of M is the group of permutations of Ω induced by Γ .
This is isomorphic to Γ/H ∗, where H ∗ is the core of H in Γ , that is, the kernel of the action
of Γ on Ω , or equivalently the intersection of all conjugates of H in Γ . The automorphism
group A = AutM of M is the group of all permutations of Ω commuting with r0, r1 and r2, or
equivalently A is the centraliser of M in the symmetric group SymΩ of all permutations of Ω .
As an abstract group, A is isomorphic to NΓ (H)/H , where NΓ (H) denotes the normaliser of
H in Γ .
A mapM is defined to be regular (in the category of all maps) if A acts transitively on Ω , so
that M is as symmetric as possible. The following result is well known and easily proved, using
the fact that M acts transitively on Ω and A acts semiregularly (that is, with trivial stabilisers):
Lemma 1. If M is a map, then the following are equivalent:
(a) M is regular;
(b) A acts regularly on Ω ;
(c) M acts regularly on Ω ;
(d) H is a normal subgroup of Γ .
It follows that when M is regular, A and M are both isomorphic to the quotient group
G = Γ/H ; indeed, in this situation the elements of Ω can be identified with those of G, so
that A and M are the regular representations of G on itself by left- and right-multiplication
λa :g → a−1g and ρm :g → gm, where g ∈ G, a ∈ A = G and m ∈ M = G. In fact, A and M
are then isomorphic, not only as abstract groups but also as permutation groups on Ω . We de-
fine two permutation groups (G1,Ω1) and (G2,Ω2) to be isomorphic as permutation groups, or
permutation isomorphic, if there is an isomorphism θ :G1 → G2 and a bijection β :Ω1 → Ω2
such that (ωg)β = (ωβ)(gθ) for all ω ∈ Ω and g ∈ G1. This is a stronger condition than isomor-
phism of G1 and G2 as abstract groups, since it requires θ to send stabilisers in G1 to stabilisers
in G2. When (G1,Ω1) and (G2,Ω2) are the left and right regular representations of the same
group G = G1 = G2, so that Ω1 = Ω2 = G, we can take θ to be the identity automorphism and
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isomorphism of permutation groups.
Corollary 2. A map M is regular if and only if (A,Ω) and (M,Ω) are isomorphic as permuta-
tion groups.
Proof. The preceding argument shows that this condition is necessary, since these two groups
are isomorphic to the left and right regular representations of the group G = Γ/H . Conversely,
if these groups are permutation isomorphic then A acts transitively on Ω (since M does), so M
is regular. 
We emphasise that for a regular map, although (A,Ω) and (M,Ω) are permutation isomor-
phic actions of the same group G, they are nevertheless distinct permutation groups: for instance,
A preserves adjacency of flags, whereas M does not. Indeed, the automorphisms induced by the
generators ri of Γ are global reflections of M, each preserving two of the three components of
a particular flag and extended by continuity to M, whereas the monodromy permutations they
induce act locally by reflecting every flag in this way.
For any map M, regular or not, the fact that A acts semiregularly and M acts transitively
implies that |A| |Ω| |M|. Indeed, ifM is finite then |Ω| is divisible by |A| and divides |M|,
with A having |Ω|/|A| orbits on Ω . This allows us, in the finite case, to weaken the necessary
and sufficient condition in Corollary 2:
Corollary 3. A finite mapM is regular if and only if A and M are isomorphic as abstract groups.
Proof. Corollary 2 implies that this condition is necessary, whether M is finite or not. Con-
versely, if A ∼= M then |A| = |Ω| (= |M|), so that if M is finite then the number |Ω|/|A| of
orbits of A on Ω is 1 and hence M is regular. 
This last step, that |A| = |Ω| implies the transitivity of A, fails in the infinite case, and we
will show by means of counterexamples that the corresponding result is then false.
3. Grigorchuk’s group
Grigorchuk introduced his group G, and described some of its basic properties, in [2–4]. There
are excellent surveys in [1] and [5, Chapter VIII].
Let T be the binary rooted tree whose vertices are the binary words w of length l  0, with
each w adjacent to wi for i = 0,1. We define Ti , for i = 0,1, to be the subtree spanned by
the vertices iw; this is isomorphic to T by iw → w. For each m  0 we define T (m) to be
the subtree spanned by the vertices 11 . . .10w = 1m0w, isomorphic to T by 1m0w → w; in
particular, T (0) = T0 and T (m) ⊂ T1 for m  1. We define automorphisms a, b, c, d of T as
follows:
• a transposes T0 and T1 by transposing pairs of vertices 0w and 1w;
• b acts on each T (m) for m = 0,1 mod (3) as a acts on T (using their isomorphisms with T ),
and b fixes the rest of T ;
• c acts on each T (m) for m = 0,2 mod (3) as a acts on T , and fixes the rest of T ;
• d acts on each T (m) for m = 1,2 mod (3) as a acts on T , and fixes the rest of T .
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a2 = b2 = c2 = d2 = bcd = 1
so there is an epimorphism θ :Γ → G given by r0 → b, r1 → a, r2 → c (and hence r0r2 → d).
Since a transposes T0 and T1, while b, c and d preserve them, G has a subgroup N =
〈b, c, d, ba, ca, da〉 of index 2 preserving them (this subgroup is denoted by H in [1]). For
i = 0,1, let φi(g) represent the action of each g ∈ N on Ti , transferred back to T by the iso-
morphism Ti → T . The values of φi on the generators of N are given by:
g = b c d ba ca da
φ0(g) = a a 1 c d b
φ1(g) = c d b a a 1.
This shows that each φi is an epimorphism N → G, but not a monomorphism. Let Ki = kerφi ,
so N/Ki ∼= G. Conjugation by a transposes these two subgroups K0 and K1, so they are not
normal in G and hence NG(Ki) = N for each i. The core K∗i of each Ki in G is K0 ∩K1, which
fixes T0 and T1, so K∗i = 1.
Now let M be the map corresponding to H = θ−1(K0)  Γ . Then NΓ (H) = θ−1(N), so
M has automorphism group A ∼= NΓ (H)/H ∼= NG(K0)/K0 = N/K0 ∼= G. Moreover, H ∗ =
θ−1(K∗0 ) = ker θ , so M has monodromy group M ∼= Γ/H ∗ ∼= G. Thus A ∼=M. Now K0 is not
normal in G, so H is not normal in Γ and M is not regular: although A acts transitively on
vertices and on faces of M, it has two orbits on edges and two on flags.
It is easily verified that the automorphisms ab, ac and ad of T have orders 16, 8 and 4, and
that they induce cycles of these lengths on the cosets of K0 in G. It follows that the faces of M
are all 16-gons, the vertices have valency 8, and the Petrie polygons have length 4. Composing θ
with an automorphism of Γ permuting r0, r2 and r0r2 has the effect of applying a map operation
toM permuting faces, vertices and Petrie polygons [7]; this provides five more non-regular maps
with the same automorphism and monodromy group.
4. Examples in other categories
Similar results and examples can be obtained for other categories of combinatorial objects,
such as oriented maps, hypermaps, and higher-dimensional analogues. In each case, the con-
nected objects are regarded as transitive permutation representations of some fixed group Δ, so
one can define automorphism groups, monodromy groups and regularity as before (see [6] for
maps and hypermaps, and [8,9] for higher-dimensional objects).
For instance, in the case of oriented maps, where automorphisms are defined to preserve ori-
entation, we replace the group Γ = 〈r0, r1, r2〉 considered earlier with its orientation-preserving
subgroup Γ + of index 2, acting on the set Ω of darts, or directed edges, of a map. This subgroup,
consisting of the elements of even length in the generators ri , is the free product
Γ + = 〈x, y ∣∣ y2 = 1〉 ∼= C∞ ∗C2
of an infinite cyclic group C∞ generated by x = r1r2 and a cyclic group C2 of order 2 generated
by y = r0r2. The effect of x as a monodromy permutation is to rotate each dart uv one step
around the vertex v it points to, following the chosen orientation of the surface, while y reverses
the direction of each dart, sending uv to vu. Similarly, in the case of trivalent oriented maps,
where all vertex-valencies divide 3, we add an extra relation x3 = 1 to obtain a free product
Δ = 〈x, y ∣∣ x3 = y2 = 1〉 ∼= C3 ∗C2
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PSL2(Z) =
{
z → az + b
cz + d
∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ad − bc = 1
}
,
the (orientation-preserving) automorphism group of the universal trivalent map T , an embedding
of the infinite trivalent tree T3 in the hyperbolic plane H2. For instance, we can take the upper
half-plane U = {z ∈ C | Im(z) > 0} as a model for H2, the vertices of T to be the images of
ζ = e2πi/6 under PSL2(Z), and the edges to be the images of the hyperbolic geodesic (an arc of
the unit circle) joining ζ to the vertex ζ − 1 = e2πi/3 (see [6, Fig. 14], for instance); then x and
y, acting as automorphisms of T , can be chosen to be the hyperbolic rotations z → 1/(1 − z)
and z → −1/z around ζ and the midpoint i of this edge.
Trivalent oriented maps M correspond to conjugacy classes of subgroups H of Δ, with M
isomorphic to the quotient T /H of T by H (acting as a group of automorphisms of T ). We
will use this to give further examples, more geometrically defined, of non-regular maps with
isomorphic automorphism and monodromy groups.
Let us define a universal sequence to be an infinite sequence e = (ε1, ε2, . . .) of terms εi = ±1,
with the property that every finite sequence d = (δ1, . . . , δn) of terms δi = ±1 appears at least
once as a consecutive block (εk+1, . . . , εk+n) in e. Uncountably many universal sequences can be
formed simply by writing down all the finite sequences d of lengths n = 1,2, . . . in turn, writing
those of each length in an arbitrary order.
Given a universal sequence e, we construct a trivalent map N = N (e) in the Euclidean
plane R2. The embedded graph G = G(e) has vertices vi at (i,0) for all integers i  0, a vertex w0
at (0,−1), and vertices wi at (i, εi ) for all integers i  1; these are joined by straight-line edges
viwi and vivi+1 for i  0, together with a free edge from the vertex v0 to the point u = (0,1),
which is not a vertex. (A free edge, incident with a single vertex, is the quotient of an edge by
a half-turn about its midpoint.) This map, which is given the positive orientation of R2, has one
face, and the vertices vi and wi have valencies 3 and 1, respectively. Let α be the dart uv0 of N
pointing along the free edge towards v0, and for each i  0 let αi be the dart viwi . The map sub-
group N of Δ corresponding to α has infinite index in Δ, and is a free product C2 ∗C3 ∗C3 ∗ · · ·:
the free factor C2 is generated by y (which fixes α), and the factors C3 are generated by conju-
gates xi = g−1i xgi of x for i  0, where each gi , acting as a monodromy permutation, sends the
dart αi to α.
Let H be the kernel of the epimorphism θ :N → Δ given by y → y, x0 → x, and xi → 1 for
i  1, and let M =M(e) be the oriented trivalent map T /H corresponding to H . Since H is
a normal subgroup of N , M is a regular covering of N , with covering group N/H ∼= Δ. This
covering is branched over u and w0, but not over any other vertices of N .
We will use this covering to construct a topological model of M by replacing each half-edge
of T with a copy of the graph G. Specifically, we embed a copy of G in the region 0 Re(z) 12 ,|z| 1 of U , identifying u with i and w0 with ζ so that the edges uv0 and v0w0 lie along the unit
circle. Since PSL2(Z) acts regularly on the half-edges of T , we can use its action on U to replace
all the other half-edges of T in a similar way with copies of G, so that each automorphism
of T extends to an automorphism of the resulting map M, giving A := AutM  AutT . On
the other hand, each automorphism of M preserves the set of vertices of valency 1, together
with the graph-theoretic distances between them; it follows easily from this that it permutes the
copies of G and hence restricts to an automorphism of T , giving A = AutT ∼= Δ. This shows
that NΔ(H) = N , and the quotient of M by A ∼= N/M is isomorphic to N , with 2- and 3-fold
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in C isomorphic to N , with covering group PSL2(Z).)
It remains to show that H ∗ = 1, so that M := MonM∼= Δ. Since H  N , it is sufficient to
show that N∗ = 1. We do this by showing that each non-identity element g of Δ, in its mon-
odromy representation, moves some dart of N . The elements g = x±1 and y move the darts α
and α0, respectively, so (replacing g by a conjugate if necessary) we may assume that g has
the form xδ1yxδ2y · · ·xδny for some n  1, with each δi = ±1. Now the sequence (δ1, . . . , δn)
appears as a block (εk+1, . . . , εk+n) in the sequence e. If β is the dart vkvk+1 of N then by in-
duction on j we have βxδ1yxδ2y · · ·xδj y = vk+j vk+j+1 for each j = 1,2, . . . , n. In particular,
taking j = n we have βg = vk+nvk+n+1 = β , so g /∈ N∗.
We have shown that A ∼= M , even thoughM is visibly not a regular map. In fact, our construc-
tion produces uncountably many non-isomorphic examples of this phenomenon. If e and e′ are
universal sequences, then any isomorphism M(e) ∼=M(e′) induces an isomorphism between
the corresponding quotient maps N (e) = M(e)/AutM(e) and N (e′) = M(e′)/AutM(e′),
and by considering the neighbours of the vertices v1, v2, . . . in these quotients it follows that
e = e′. There are uncountably many universal sequences e, so there are uncountably many non-
isomorphic non-regular maps M(e) with A ∼= M .
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